
WDS extend levelling feet portfolio with stainless steel options 

 

WDS Component Parts Ltd. is now offering machine levelling feet in three stainless steel 
specifications, 303, 304 and 316, alongside a wide range of other materials such as nickel- and 
zinc-plated steel. 

The new feet extend WDS’s current range so that virtually all application requirements can be met. 

 

The 303 stainless steel levelling feet are for use in environments that can be classified as mildly 
corrosive. Aimed at corrosive, but not extreme working environments, the 304 feet are robust and their 
wide ranging appeal is enhanced because they are also aesthetically pleasing. They are often chosen 
as an alternative to standard zinc plated feet. For extreme application environments where aggressive 
chemicals or bad weather are often experienced the quality of 316 stainless steel levelling feet excels to 
provide a long life reliable solution. 

Options with the new feet include stainless steel bases, plastic bases, bases with plastic covers, 
EHEDG (European Hygienic Engineering and Design Group) certified hygienic feet, non-slip feet and 
bolt down feet. 

Designed for use with a wide range of machinery such as conveyors, mixers, printers and packaging 
stations, the feet resist corrosion even under aggregated conditions such as during high pressure or 
chemical wash-down. 

These new adjustable feet complement and extend WDS’s existing range of adjustable machine 
levelling feet. Together they meet all the needs of general manufacturing and food processing 
machinery and equipment that needs to be levelled on uneven surfaces. They are available with base 
diameters of 40mm, 60mm, and 80mm, with nut sizes from M8 to M20 and lengths of 50mm, 100mm, 
150mm, and 200mm. They can safely support loads up to 400kg. 

For hygienic applications, WDS offers feet with white bases. Other colours available include black and 
blue. A range of vibration absorbing machine feet is also available from WDS. 

The company website (www.wdsltd.co.uk) gives full technical details, including downloadable 2D and 
3D. 

http://www.wdsltd.co.uk/


WDS is a leading European manufacturer and a global supplier of standard parts, machine accessories 
and workholding components. It has a wide ranging portfolio of high quality products. The company’s 
objective is to provide unrivalled choice and excellent value for money. By running its manufacturing 
and distribution functions as an integrated operation, stock management and lead times are optimised 
so that customers can expect prompt delivery and accurate order fulfillment. To ensure that this 
standard is maintained a team of knowledgeable people is available to assist with everything from 
product selection and specification, order and dispatch. After sales and bespoke manufacture services 
are also available. 
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